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Q-UNIVERSAL QUASIVARIETIES OF ALGEBRAS

M. E. ADAMS AND W. DZIOBIAK

(Communicated by Louis J. Ratliff, Jr.)

Abstract. A quasivariety of algebras of finite type is Q-universal if its lattice

of subquasivarieties has, as a homomorphic image of a sublattice, the lattice

of subquasivarieties of any quasivariety of algebras of finite type. A sufficient

condition for a quasivariety to be Q-universal is given, thereby adding, amongst

others, the quasivarieties of de Morgan algebras, Kleene algebras, distributive

p-algebras, distributive double p-algebras, Heyting algebras, double Heyting al-

gebras, lattices containing the modular lattice A/33 , A/T-algebras, and com-

mutative rings with unity to the known Q-universal quasivarieties.

1. Introduction

A quasivariety is any universal Horn class of algebras or relational structures

that contains a trivial algebra or a trivial relational structure, respectively, or,

equivalently, any class of similar algebras or relational structures that is closed

under isomorphic images, subalgebras, direct products (including direct prod-

ucts of empty families), and ultraproducts (the operations of which are denoted

I, S, P, and Pry , respectively). The set of all quasivarieties contained in a given

quasivariety K forms, with respect to inclusion, a lattice denoted L(K).

A quasivariety K of algebras of finite type is Q-universal if, for every qua-

sivariety M of algebras of finite type, L(M) is a homomorphic image of a
sublattice of L(K). It follows immediately that, for any Q-universal quasivari-
ety K, L(K) has a sublattice freely generated by <y elements (hence, satisfies

no nontrivial lattice identity) and is of cardinality 2N°. The notion was intro-

duced by Sapir in [18] where the first examples of Q-universal quasivarieties
were given. In particular, he proved that the quasivariety of commutative 3-

nilpotent semigroups is Q-universal and, a fortiori, so too are the quasivarieties
of commutative semigroups and all semigroups.

In [7] a sufficient condition (see §2) was given for a quasivariety K of algebras

of finite type to ensure that L(K) fails to satisfy any nontrivial lattice identity.

This condition is satisfied by the quasivarieties of de Morgan algebras, Kleene
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algebras (see [1]), distributive p-algebras, distributive double p-algebras, Hey-

ting algebras, double Heyting algebras (see [7]), and any quasivariety of lattices
containing the modular lattice A/3,3 (see [8]). Since this condition is satisfied by
the quasivariety of Heyting algebras, it follows that the quasivarieties of interior

algebras (see Blok and Dwinger [3]) and Nelson algebras (see Sendlewski [19])

also satisfy it. The principal aim of this paper, Theorem 3.3, is to prove that this

condition is also sufficient for a quasivariety to be Q-universal. In particular,

it follows that each of the aforementioned quasivarieties is Q-universal.
A readily obtained consequence of Theorem 3.3 (namely, Corollary 3.4)

shows that any quasivariety of finite type whose class of finite algebras satisfies

the Fraser-Horn property and contains infinitely many algebras, none of which

is embeddable into any other one and each of which is hereditarily simple, is

also Q-universal. In particular, it follows, for example, that the quasivariety of

Chang's AfF-algebras (see [5]) and the quasivariety of commutative rings with
unity are also Q-universal.

Section 4 provides one more example of a Q-universal quasivariety. This is

a quasivariety G of algebras of type (1,1,0) for which an explicit description of
L(G) was given by Gorbunov in [12] (see also Gorbunov and Tumanov [14]).

As stated above, if a quasivariety K is Q-universal, then L(K) fails to sat-

isfy every nontrivial lattice identity. Whether the inverse implication is valid

remains an open question.

2. Preliminaries

For a set K of similar algebras or relational structures, let Q(K) denote the

least quasivariety to contain K. If the algebras of K are indexed, say, by a set

I ox K has precisely one member A , then we shall sometimes write Q(I) or

Q(A), respectively, instead of Q(K). Let Pfin(<y) denote the lattice of all finite
subsets of co and P(X) denote the lattice of all subsets of a set X, where,

for both, set-theoretical union and intersection are the lattice join and meet

operations, respectively.

The condition introduced in [7] (see §1) asserts, for a quasivariety K of finite
type, the existence of an infinite family (Ax: X e ^(w)) of finite algebras

satisfying the following postulates:

(PI)   A0 is a trivial algebra;

(P2)   for X e Phn(co), if X = Y U Z , then Ax e Q({AY ,AZ});
(P3)   for X, Y e PUoj) , if X / 0 and Ax e Q(AY), then X = Y; and
(P4)   for X e Pt\n((o), if Ax is a subalgebra of B x C for finite B, C e

Q(Pfm(M)), then there are Y,Z e Pt\n((o) with AY e Q(B),  Az e
Q(C), and X = Y u Z .

3. The principal result

For a lattice L with a least element 0, let S(L) denote the lattice of all join
subsemilattices of L that contain 0. Further, let F denote the free lattice with

oi free generators and 1(F) its ideal lattice.

Lemma 3.1. If K is a quasivariety of algebras of finite type that contains an

infinite family of finite algebras satisfying (P1)-(P4), then 1(F) is isomorphic

to a sublattice of L(K).
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Proof. For a e F , Freese and Nation [11] constructed a finite lattice La and

a lattice homomorphism fa: F —> S(La) satisfying

(*) for beF, if a£b, then fa(a) £ fa(b).

The property (*) allows us to establish the existence of an embedding of

1(F) into the direct product T[(S(La): a e F). Indeed, for a e F, define

ga: 1(F) -+ S(La) by ga(A) = \J fa(A) for A e 1(F). Since S(La) is finite,
ga is well defined and preserves lattice meets and joins. Let A and B be

distinct elements of 1(F), and, with no loss in generality, choose a e A\B.

For any b e B, since a £ b, it follows that fa(a) £ fa(b) by (*). In partic-

ular, fa(a) £ ga(B) as S(La) is finite. Since fa(a) < ga(A), it follows that

ga(A) # ga(B). Hence the family (ga: a e F) of lattice homomorphisms sep-

arates the elements of 1(F), which guarantees that 1(F) can be embedded in

Yl(S(La):aeF).
Obviously, La treated as a join semilattice can be embedded in the join

semilattice reduct of some P(Xa), where Xa is a finite subset of co, in such a

way that the least element of La is mapped to 0 . This gives that S(La) can be

embedded in S(P(Xa)). Consequently, 1(F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of

T[(S(P(Xa)): a e F). Since F is a countable, we may assume that Xar\Xb = 0

for distinct a, b e F. This assumption allows us to state that a map which

assigns to (Sa: a e F) e T[(S(P(Xa)): a e F) the join subsemilattice of Pfm(a))

generated by \J(Sa: a e F) is a lattice embedding of T[(S(P(Xa)): a e F)

into S(Pi\n(o})). In particular, the lattice 1(F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of

S(PU(o)).
We now define a mapping h: L(Q(Pfin(co))) —* S(Pi\n(co)) by

h(M) = {XeP6a(co):Ax€M},

where the Ax 's are members of the infinite family of finite algebras that satisfy

(P1)-(P4) as given in the hypothesis of the lemma. By (PI) and (P2), h is well
defined. To see that h is onto, for S e S(Pbn(co)), let M = Q({AX: X eS}) =
lSPPu({Ax: X e S}). Clearly, S C h(M). Consider Ax e M where X e
Px\n(o)). Since Ax is finite of finite type, Ax is a subalgebra of Ax* x • • • x Ax"

for some distinct Xx, ... , Xn e S and positive integers mx, ... ,mn. By

(P4), there exist Y, Z e />fin(«) such that AY e Q(A™\ x ••• x Ax^) C

Q({AXl ,...,AXn_x}), Aze Q(A%) C Q(AXn), and X = Y U Z . By"~(P3),
Z = X„ . Further, since AY e Q({AXl , ... , AXn_,}), it now follows that AY is

a subalgebra of a Ax x • • • x Apx~^ for some integers px, ... , pn-X . Proceeding

in this manner, an inductive argument reveals that X = Xx U • • • U X„ and,

consequently, X e S, as required. Clearly, h preserves arbitrary meets. It is

also the case that h preserves arbitrary joins. To see this, it is enough to show

that if X e /?(V(M(: i e I)), then X e V(*(M,-): i e I). If X e /?(V(M,: i e
I)), then Ax is a subalgebra of Ax[ x • • • x Ax" for some Axx, ... , Ax„ e

U(M,: i e I) where, arguing as above, X = X{"u ■■■ U Xn . By (P2), X e
\/(h(Mi): i e I). In summary, h is a complete lattice epimorphism. Since h

is a complete lattice epimorphism, it is a bounded lattice epimorphism; that is,

each congruence class of Ker(A) has both a least and a greatest element.
Lemma 3 of Davey and Sands [6] states that, for lattices A, B and L, if

A is complete and L satisfies Whitman's condition, then, for each bounded
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lattice epimorphism tp: A -> B and lattice homomorphism y/: L —> B, there

exists a lattice homomorphism 8: L -> A such that tpoS = i//. In the present

context, L(Q(Pfin(co))) is a complete lattice; 1(F) satisfies Whitman's condition

as shown by Baker and Hales [2], h: L(Q(Pfin(co))) -» S(Pfin(o))) is a bounded

lattice epimorphism as just shown, and 1(F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of
S(Pbn((o)) as shown above. It follows that 1(F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of

L(Q(P&n(a)))) > and, consequently, 1(F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of L(K),

as required.   □

Lemma 3.2 (cf. Gratzer [15, p. 80]). Every algebraic lattice with countably many

compact elements is a homomorphic image of 1(F).

Proof. Let L he an algebraic lattice, and let the set C of compact elements

of L be countable. The sublattice D of L generated by C is countable,
and, therefore, it is a homomorphic image of F, say, by a homomorphism

g. Hence, the lattice 1(D) of ideals of D is a homomorphic image of 1(F)
by virtue of the mapping / (->• g(I). Consequently, using the fact that L is

compactly generated, the lattice 1(C) of ideals of C (where C is regarded as

a join semilattice with 0) is a homomorphic image of 1(D) under the mapping

/n/nC. Since 1(C) = L, it follows that L is a homomorphic image of

1(F).    D

Theorem 3.3. Let K be a quasivariety of algebras of finite type that contains an

infinite family of finite algebras satisfying (PT)-(P4). For every quasivariety M

of algebras of finite type, L(M) and its dual lattice Ld(M) are homomorphic

images of a sublattice of L(K). In particular, K is Q-universal.

Proof. Ld(M) is an algebraic lattice, and, since the type of M is finite, it has

countably many compact elements. Therefore, by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, Ld(M)

is a homomorphic image of a sublattice of L(K).
To show that L(M) is a homomorphic image of a sublattice of L(K), for

A e M, let R(A) denote the relational structure obtained from A as fol-

lows. R(A) retains the same universe as A, but each operation f of A

is replaced by a relation r with arity one more than that of / where, for

ax,... , an+x e A, r(a{, ... , an+i) holds if and only if f(ax, ... ,a„) = an+l.

Let R(M) denote the class of all relational structures that are isomorphic to

substructures of the relational structures of the form R(A) for A e M. Clearly,

R(M) is a quasivariety. Since R(M) is locally finite and the type of R(M) is fi-

nite, the lattice L(R(M)) of quasivarieties contained in R(M) is algebraic and

has only countably many compact elements. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, L(R(M))

is a homomorphic image of 1(F) which, by Lemma 3.1, is isomorphic to a

sublattice of L(K).
To complete the proof, it remains to show that L(M) is a homomorphic

image of L(R(M)). Define h: L(R(M)) -» L(M) by

h(N) = {AeM:R(A)eN}.

Clearly, h is well defined, onto, and preserves meets. To see that h also

preserves joins, let A e /z(N0VNi). Thus, A e M, R(A) e N0 V Ni =
ISP(N0 V Ni), and, consequently, R(A) is isomorphic to a subdirect product

of some At e N, where / < 2. For / < 2, since Aj is a homomorphic image

of R(A) and At e R(M), it follows that At = R(Bt) for some B,■ e M. In
particular, 5, e /?(N,), and A is a subdirect product of B0 and Bx . Hence,
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A e ft(No) V A(Ni), and h(N0 VN,)< A(N0) V A(Ni). Thus, A(N0 V NO =
/z(N0) V h(Nx), as required.   □

In the above proof we referred to the fact that the lattice L(R(M)) is al-

gebraic, which in turn was guaranteed by the assumption that the type of M,

and thus the type of R(M), is finite. It turns out, however, that without this

assumption the lattice L(R(M)) may not be algebraic. To see this, let M be

the quasivariety consisting of all algebras of the form (A; f)i<w , where each

f is a unary operation. Let N denote the class of all 1-element relational

structures that belong to R(M), and, for each X c co, let Bx denote the

relational structure ({a}; r,),<ft,, where a is a fixed element, r, is a 2-ary re-

lation, and Tt(a, a) holds in Bx if and only if i e X. Notice that N is a

quasivariety and each Bx belongs to N. Now, hx Yo D Yx D Y2 D ... an

infinite descending chain of subsets of co, and let Y denote their intersec-

tion. Since BY is isomorphic to T[(BYi: i < co), Q(BY) < \J(Q(BYi): i < co).

However, \J(Q(BYi): i < n) = 1({BYq , ... , BYn_t, Bw}) where n < co, so,

Q(BY) i \J(Q(BYl): i < n) for all n < to. Since Q(BY) (= 1({BY, Bw})) is an
atom in L(N), it follows that L(N) is not algebraic, and since L(N) forms

a principal ideal in L(R(M)), neither is the lattice L(R(M)). The above ar-

guments that L(N) is not algebraic are taken from Gorbunov and Tumanov

[13].
A class K of algebras satisfies the Eraser-Horn property providing, for all

Ao, Ax e K, whenever O is a congruence relation on Aq x A\, there exist

congruence relations Oo and 61 on A0 and Ax, respectively, such that 8 is

of the form O0 x 6! (see Fraser and Horn [10]).

Corollary 3.4. // K is a quasivariety of algebras of finite type whose class of finite
algebras satisfies the Fraser-Horn property and contains infinitely many algebras,

none of which is embeddable into any other one and each of which is hereditarily
simple, then K is Q-universal.

Proof. Let (Aj: i < co) be a family of finite algebras in K, no two of which

are embeddable into one another and each of which is hereditarily simple. Set

Ax = TK^i'- i e X) for each X e Pfm(oj). It is not too hard to see that
the family (Ax: X e P^co)) fulfills (P1)-(P4), and, consequently, K is Q-
universal.   □

For one application of the above corollary, consider the class W of Wajsberg

algebras whose termwise definitionally equivalent variant, called M K-algebras,

was studied by Chang [5] (see also Komori [16], Mundici [17], and Font, Ro-

driguez, and Torrens [9]). The term "Wajsberg algebra" is due to Font, Ro-

driguez, and Torrens [9]. The class of Wajsberg algebras forms a variety, and,

thus, it also forms a quasivariety. Moreover, since W is a congruence distribu-

tive variety, it satisfies the Fraser-Horn property. Let W„ = ({0, ... , n — I};

—>, -1, 0), where x —> v = xnax(y - x, 0) and ->x = n - (x + 1). It follows

that Wn is a Wajsberg algebra that is simple which, for n - 1 a prime, has no

proper subalgebras. Applying Corollary 3.4, yields that W is Q-universal.

Since the variety W is termwise definitionally equivalent to the variety of

MK-algebras and also to some variety of bounded hoops (see Blok and Pigozzi
[4]), it follows that the variety of A/F-algebras and the variety of all bounded

hoops are also Q-universal.
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For another application of Corollary 3.4, consider the variety R of commuta-

tive rings with unity in signature. Clearly R satisfies the Fraser-Horn property,

and the family Zp , where p is a prime number, of rings of integers modulo
p with unity in signature fulfills the assumptions of Corollary 3.4. Thus R is

Q-universal as well.

4. Another Q-universal quasivariety

We conclude with one more example of a Q-universal quasivariety.

Let G denote the quasivariety of all algebras (A; f, g, e) of type (1,1,0)
which satisfies the following quasi-identities:

fg(x) = x,        gf(x) = X ,

and

(f(x) = x & g(x) = x) ■& x = e.

Let N denote the lattice defined on <y whose ordering relation < is given

by 0 < 0 and, for m ^ 0, n < m if m divides n (that is to say, the lattice

of ideals of the ring of integers). Further, let SA(N) denote the lattice of all

complete meet subsemilattices of TV. It was shown by Gorbunov [12] (see also

Gorbunov and Tumanov [14]) that L(G) = SA(N).

Theorem 4.1. G is a Q-universal quasivariety.

Proof. Let (Xn: n > 1) be a fixed partition of the set of prime numbers

such that \Xn\ = n. Define a mapping /„: P(Xn) —> co by fn(0) = 1 and

fn(X) = T[X if X ^ 0. Since /„ is one-to-one, fn(0) = 1, so f„(X U Y) =
fn(X) A fn(Y) for all X,Y e P(X„), the lattice S(P(Xn)) is isomorphic to
a sublattice of SA(N). Furthermore, since (Xn: n > 1) is a partition, it

follows that Yl(S(P(X„)): n > 1) is isomorphic to a sublattice of SA(N).
As argued in the proof of Lemma 3.1, 1(F) is isomorphic to a sublattice of
T[(S(P(Xn)): n > 1), and, hence, 1(F) can be embedded in SA(N). As argued
in the proof of Theorem 3.3, if M is a quasivariety of algebras of finite type,

then L(M) is a homomorphic image of 1(F). Since SA(N) = L(G), it follows
that G is Q-universal.   □
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